
Silence is a sound.
A luxurious one.
ContiSilent™ – the tyre
for less interior noise.

When Everything Counts

>      Reduced interior noise on all road surfaces.

>      ContiSilent™ functions in all weather conditions.

>      No change in any other driving  
performance characteristics.

>      No negative influence on mileage and  
load/speed capability.

>      Same mounting and storage as for standard tyres.
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ContiSilent™

Less noise, more relaxation.

Technical highlights.

Tyre noise-reducing technology

ContiSilent™ is a tyre noise-reducing technology developed by Continental. It is designed to reduce 
interior noise on all road surfaces. ContiSilent™ tyres are equipped with an inner tyre absorber,  
a polyurethane foam, attached to the inner surface of the tread area with an adhesive. Regardless of the 
temperature, the structure of the foam stays intact.

ContiSilent™ principle.

ContiSilent™ tyre

A ContiSilent™ tyre contains a polyether-based polyurethane foam. It is firmly attached to an 
adhesive layer on the inner surface of the tyre tread area.

Interior noise

Even while driving at high speeds, the ContiSilent™ / Our innovative tire technology reduces the 
sound components of rolling noise perceived as particularly annoying in the vehicle interior by 
up to 9 dB(A). The level of reduction of interior noise depends on the type of vehicle, its speed 
and the road surface.

Reduce interior vehicle noise

ContiSilent™ / Our innovative tire technology reduces the sound components of rolling noise  
perceived as particularly annoying in the vehicle interior by up to 9 dB(A), depending on the type 
of vehicle, its speed and the road surface. At the moment it is only available for summer tyres and 
is compatible with all commonly available rims. Driving performance is not affected and there is no 
negative influence on mileage and load/speed capability. Fitting on four positions is recommended.

Standard  
tyre

ContiSilent™  
tyre

vs

>      For optimal conditions, a Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) is recommended.

>     It is not necessary to stop immediately for a tyre change. Your journey can be continued.

>     Upon discovering a puncture, a tyre specialist must promptly check the tyre.

>      Tyres that feature ContiSeal technology are able to be repaired. For more information, contact your Continental Tyres 
Sales Manager.

Technical requirements.


